Corporate Catering Barometer #2

INTRODUCTION
Technology is now the key driver boosting revenues and
customer experiences in contract catering, largely because
today’s tech-savvy consumers demand it.
Accustomed to using smartphone devices and apps,
customers expect their staff cafeteria or restaurant to offer the
same ease of use as leading high street and online brands. The
whole experience must be fast, convenient, and personalised to
the individual.
To keep pace with ever-changing expectations of consumers,
providers of catering services must understand their role in the
customer experience and how they can leverage maximum
returns from investing in the right technologies.
The story so far
Previously, Omnico and The Caterer conducted research to
understand contract catering businesses, particularly their
expectations of technology and their strategies to provide better
customer service, improve footfall, reduce waste and boost
revenues. It confirmed that contract caterers believe technology
is the key to unlocking these improvements, but also showed
that the industry is slow in implementing the solutions required.
You can download this research at www.omnicogroup.com/
contract-catering.
Shining a light on the consumer
Omnico have once again teamed up with The Caterer to look
at the situation from the consumer’s point of view, particularly
the users of on-site catering services in the workplace. We
questioned 1,500 employees who use on-site catering facilities
such as restaurants and cafeterias, split evenly between the US
and UK.
This report explores employees’ attitudes to workplace
cafeterias or restaurants, the problems they face, and how
technology can enhance their experiences. It considers whether
solutions such as cashless payment, order ahead, kiosks, selfscan / self-checkout and meal plans would encourage them to
visit more often or change their spending habits, and looks at
the potential returns available.
The opportunity is now
What is clear from our research and our experience with leading
contract caterers is that the industry must adapt and embrace
new technologies in order to thrive.

Only a handful of suppliers are able to
support contract caterers with these
challenges, and only one has built a
business specifically to address it – Omnico.

Respondent Profile
Age
Age Bracket
# Responses
Percentage
18 - 23		
20		 1%
24 - 33		
341		 23%
34 - 43		
524		 35%
44 - 53		
323		 22%
54 - 63		
250		 17%
64 - 73		
42		 3%

Company size
# Employees
# Responses
Percentage
25 - 49		
24		 2%
50 - 99		
29		 2%
100 - 499		
127		 8%
500 - 999		
340		 23%
1,000 - 10,000		
593		 40%
10,000 +		
387		 26%

Country
Country
# Responses
Percentage
United States		 1,250 		 50%
United Kingdom		 1,250		 50%

HABITS AND FRUSTRATIONS
Do staff make use of on-site food outlets?
On-site cafeterias and restaurants are certainly popular
– 90% of the employees surveyed said they use them at
some point in the working week. But the pattern of use is
varied, and only 31% visit four or more times per week.
These facilities have to compete with takeaways,
sandwich shops and fast food outlets, but must also
attract employees who may prioritise other activities
during their lunchtime, such as shopping or staying at
their desk. In a 2017 Workthere UK survey, 52% said
they would skip lunch altogether.

How often do you visit your workplace
cafeteria or restaurant?
Visit Frequency

% of Respondents

Once a week

26%

Twice a week

16%

Three times a week

16%

Four times a week

10%

Every Day

21%

Never go

10%
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What prevents staff from using their on-site
facility more often?
Staff restaurants are subject to many competitive
forces – not least from other food outlets. It is vital
that providers of on-site catering are aware of
these challenges and provide solutions that ensure
their offering is as strong or stronger than the
many other options available.

What are the biggest reasons for NOT
visiting your workplace cafeteria/
restaurant more often?

Respondents were asked to select up to three reasons
Response
Better food options at other restaurants
Queuing for food at the serving area
Queuing to pay
I can order ahead from other restaurants
I don’t know what’s on the menu
They don’t have an app
Others have loyalty programmes
Others have promotions that are
relevant to me

%
33.96%
33.70%
26.74%
19.35%
12.14%
10.27%
8.15%
7.39%

30

On average,
staff visit their
cafeteria

2.4

times a week

34%

said they don’t go
more frequently
because they hate
queuing to
be served

27%

said they don’t
go more frequently
because of
queuing to pay

Queues are a major frustration
Not surprisingly, we found that queuing is the number
one bugbear employees have about their staff restaurant
or cafeteria.
Since the average UK worker now takes just 34 minutes1
for lunch and many Americans even less2, having to queue
is bound to be a big disincentive to visiting the workplace
outlet. Resistance to waiting in line is now so ingrained in
the US that long lines are estimated to cost retailers nearly
$38 billion annually in lost sales5.
Conversely, the elimination of queues is the single
most effective step to improve footfall that any caterer
can take, and our survey found that the lack of more
advanced ordering and payment options is a significant factor
in reducing visit frequency.

Alternative research reveals:

58% of caterers said
cutting queues would
boost customer
numbers6

Six minutes is the
maximum time
people will stand
in line4

People are
unlikely
to join
a queue
of more
than six
customers4

Time to examine the menu

19%

said they don’t visit
more often because
they can order ahead
from other outlets

10%

said the lack of an
app dissuades them
from being more
regular customers

In the Omnico and The Caterer research, 34% of respondents
said they don’t use their on-site cafeteria or restaurant more
because they can get better food options elsewhere.
With today’s heightened awareness of the importance of healthy
eating and alternative dietary preferences, caterers need
to offer choices for the health conscious, for specialist
diets, and for increasingly popular vegetarian and vegan
preferences. They must also ensure quality and offer
menus to meet the needs of their staff, while providing
enhanced information such as nutrition breakdowns in
an easily accessible format.
This delivers value for the employer in multiple ways, including
enhancing productivity with healthier food options, showing
positive actions in terms of corporate responsibility towards
employees’ health, and as an additional reason for potential
employees to choose their company.

Sources: 1 Workplace Insight Survey; 2 Tork survey; 3 BBC News article; 4 University College
London research 2017; 5 Footwearnews.com; 6 Omnico Contract Caterer Research 2017

GIVING EMPLOYEES
THE POWER TO
BEAT QUEUES
There is no doubt about it – giving
employees the ability to order ahead so they
can beat queues will bring in more customers
than any other method.
Order ahead menus can be made available
through apps, online and even on digital kiosks,
strategically placed in the cafeteria or around
the building. Order size can be increased with
personalised offers and by using upsell and
cross-sell suggestions during the ordering
process, all of which can be based on the
customer’s historic activity.

would buy
more often with
order ahead

%
If they could order
ahead and pick up their
meal from a dedicated
service point at a time
they have selected:

81% 52% 29%

of respondents
said they would
attend the
cafeteria more
often

said they
would use
order ahead
every time

said they
would use
order ahead
some of the
time

It is clear that providing a variety of channels remains essential to meeting the
requirements of a varied audience. And as individuals will often use more than
one channel depending on their situation, providing a seamless and consistent
experience across each and every touch-point is as important as ever.

48%

want to place their
order using an app
on their phone

23%

prefer to place
their order online

10%

want to use a
touch-screen
kiosk

CONVENIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The absence of technology which enhances the speed and convenience of service presents
another set of barriers.
Technological advances mean that deploying solutions such as order ahead, self-service kiosks,
self-scan / self-checkout and apps is now easier than ever, and more vital. They serve to enhance
the speed and convenience of service which is key to the customer experience, as well as
boosting revenue, improving operational efficiency, cutting staff costs and reducing wastage.

Staff increasingly want to move to cashless
payments that save time when paying at
their cafeteria or restaurant. While rival
payment systems may battle for customer
acceptance, consumers are moving away
from cash and restaurants must keep pace.
The use of contactless cards has rocketed in
the UK, covering transactions worth £3.9 billion
in April, a 148% increase on the previous year1.
By 2020, it is predicted that mobile payments will
amount to $2.8 trillion in the US2. And in previous
Omnico research 41% of contract caterers said they
would like to offer speedier cashless payment methods
– an essential requirement as the volume of cash
transactions steadily declines in the UK3, (especially in
the quick service sector) and US4.
However, cash is still the preferred method for 33% of our
survey respondents, while 27% have card payment as their
first choice, so once again providing choice is essential.

1 UK Cards Association; 2 Payment Week; 3 theguardian.com; 4 TechCrunch

CASH VS CASHLESS

How do you usually pay for your purchases at your workplace
cafeteria/restaurant?
Payment option
1st Selection
Cash
39%
Card using contactless payment
16%
Card using PIN number
15%
Pre-purchased physical vouchers
5%
Apple Pay or equivalent
6%
Pay for a week/month of meals,
4%
redeem via app or kiosk
Using stored credit on a Mobile App
6%
Using a Kiosk to scan items and make payment
4%
Using an RFID/IoT device with pre-loaded credit
4%

Overall
20%
16%
16%
10%
7%
7%
7%
6%
5%

Yet the picture changes when respondents are asked how they would pay if they
had a full range of options.
Smartphone-based technologies such as Apple Pay or its equivalents were the
first preference of 25% (compared with just 6% who usually pay this way now).
Using kiosks to self-scan was the most popular option overall, even though only 4%
currently use this method.

Which methods would you most like to pay by if they were available?
Payment option
1st Preference
Overall
Using a Kiosk to scan my items and pay for them
17%
19%
Pay using stored credit on a Mobile App
19%
18%
Pay for a week/month of meals, redeem via app or kiosk
12%
16%
Apple Pay or equivalent
25%
15%
Pre-purchased physical vouchers
9%
14%
Using an RFID/IoT device with pre-loaded
credit
7%
11%
1 UK Cards Association; 2 Payment Week; 3 theguardian.com; 4 TechCrunch

58%

BOOSTING VISIT FREQUENCY
WITH TECHNOLOGY
Our research shows just how effective technological innovation is at boosting
revenues and loyalty. On average technologies including, order ahead,
app, touch-screen kiosk and self-scan, can boost visit frequency by 1.18
extra days per person per week.

will visit at least once
more per week if
experience enhancing
technologies are
available

This is a substantial figure in terms of potential revenue uplifts, bearing in
mind that 26% of respondents currently only visit once a week and 33% visit
2 or 3 times each week.
As visit frequency increases, so does revenue. But more than that,
knowledge of customer preferences helps with stock planning and
enables the user experience to be personalised, with offers and upsell
options focused on the individual, rather than offered as a blanket
promotion. The customer experience is significantly improved, and the
frustration of waiting to place an order and pay at a till is removed.

How many extra visits per week would you make to your workplace
cafeteria/restaurant if the following were available?
TECHNOLOGY
Order ahead online

22.7%

Pay using an app on your phone

19.6%

16.5%

Pay at a touch-screen kiosk where you scan
your items yourself

18.9%

16.8%

Order ahead using a touch-screen kiosk

19.8%

Scan and pay for your items with your phone

18.1%

Order ahead using an app
Pay with a wearable device
(such as an RFID bracelet)

27.1%
15.3%

16.2%

18.5%
15.3%

12.1% 8.8%

40.2%

1.27

11.2% 9.3%

43.4%

1.23

11.3% 8.5%

44.5%

1.20

9.9% 7.8%

43.9%

1.18

46.7%

1.17

41.1%

1.14

52.7%

1.05

11.6% 8.3%
16.4%

7.8% 7.6%

14.1% 9.9% 8.1%

EXTRA VISITS PER WEEK

AVG.EXTRA DAYS
1 extra
2 extra
3 extra
4 extra
5 extra
6 extra

The importance of apps
An app is a great tool through which caterers can offer content, promotions, menus,
payment options and solutions such as order ahead, ‘Meal Deals’ and self-scan. But as
apps are now part and parcel of our day-to-day lives, customers’ expectations of
them have greatly increased.
In order to gain space on the consumer’s device, an app must deliver perceivable value
and be seamlessly integrated with, and easy to use alongside, other channels.
Ensuring that customers keep the app once they have it on their device is also
key as it enables ongoing marketing and engagement to boost visit frequency
and spend. This will only happen if the updates and engagement offered are
personalised and relevant to the user, and they don’t feel as though they are
subject to spam content.

What would most encourage you to download a mobile
app for your cafeteria/restaurant?
1st Choice
32%
13%
12%
12%
9%
8%

Overall
15%
14%
14%
14%
11%
10%

5%
5%

11%
9%

The ability to order ahead and collect at a chosen time
Promotions and offers based on your preferences
The ability to get your order delivered to your desk
A loyalty program where you can earn points/rewards
Being able to see the menus and daily updates
The ability to order coffee and snacks ahead
and collect at a chosen time
The ability to buy a ‘Meal Deal’ and redeem it using an app
A scan and pay app so you don’t have to queue up at the tills

Order Ahead Technology

82%

will order ahead
if it is made
available via
an app

37%

will make 2 or more
visits per week
if they can order
ahead from
an app

Offering order ahead on food and drink clearly has great potential for increasing the number of
visits per week, encouraging app downloads, cutting wait times and boosting revenues.
It is also important to consider which channels customers would choose to use
the technology through, and how often it would be utilised, in order to plan your
investments.
The responses below show that apps are a great vehicle for order ahead, but it is still
important to provide a choice of channels as some customers will be more comfortable
with online or kiosk-based ordering. It is therefore key that you are able to provide the
technology in a seamless manner across these channels, with the same user and brand
experience across your touch-points.
Kiosk
%

How often would
you use order
ahead if it was
available?

10%

I would not like
this option

.95

If it were
possible to order
ahead which of
the following
would you prefer
to use to order?

19%

%

28
%

I would use it
some of the time

.35

.70

19

48%

57

I would not use it

22%
I would use
it every time

Website

Mobile app

LOYALTY SCHEMES
AND PROMOTIONS
Catering service providers should never
underestimate the power of loyalty schemes
and personalised promotions when it comes
to staff cafeterias and restaurants.
Consumers increasingly want to feel
valued – and the best way to achieve that
is through dynamic, personalised, real-time
loyalty schemes.

Loyalty schemes increase
visit frequency
We gave employees a range of loyalty
programme and promotion options and asked
how many extra visits they would make in a
week if they were available. Schemes offering
loyalty reward points redeemable against future
purchases proved to be the most effective
promotion – with responses indicating an
average 2.0 extra visits per person per week.

70%

of staff questioned
said a loyalty program
or promotions would
make them visit
their cafeteria
more often!

How many extra visits per week would these options encourage
you to make to your workplace cafeteria or restaurant?
Loyalty scheme or promotion
Avg extra visits p/week
A loyalty scheme redeemable against purchases
2.00
A loyalty scheme redeemable against a
1.79
catalogue of products
Promotions and offers based on their preferences
1.77
An app that makes it easy to see and
1.75
spend loyalty points
Pre-packaged ‘Meal Deals’ with discounts
1.71

Choosing the right offer
Offering the right type of promotion to the right audience is key to achieving return
on the investment made in the offer.
The results show that there is a clear appetite for ‘Meal Deal’ packages, where
customers can purchase a package of meals over a period of time at a reduced
rate. This is highly beneficial for suppliers as it aids stock planning, delivers
payment upfront and reduces the likelihood of the individual eating elsewhere.

What types of
promotions
would you like
to receive from
your workplace
restaurant or
canteen?
(select up to 3)

48%
Value
meals

45%

41%

35%

27%

12%

Buy a meal
Surprises
Discounts for Daily special Buy-oneand get a
such as a
get-one‘Meal Deal’
offers on
discount
packages
the dish of free deals drink/desert
at a discount on every
across
the day
100th order
multiple days

Engaging through
multiple channels
Staff want to be more regularly
informed about special offers and menu
changes, but caterers must be prepared
to invest in solutions that work seamlessly
across all channels.
The results below show that choosing the
right channel for the individual is important –
rather than pushing all messages and offers
across all channels. The split of responses
below, which show the first preferences of the
respondents, shows that a variety of channels are
popular in todays’ digital world.

How would you like to learn about special offers and
changes to the menu?

27% 22% 21%
13% 9% 6%
Text message

Visiting a website

Phone app

On digital screens

Workplace email

At digital kiosks

The overall preference for phone-based communications is hardly
surprising, given the prominence of smart devices in everyone’s lives.
Consultants Deloitte, for example, estimate that 91% of the 41 million 16
to 75-year-olds who have a smartphone in the UK use their device every day.

Personalisation is key
The spread of responses in both sets of results above shows that there is not one
stand-out option that caterers can bank on to deliver returns.
Instead, they need to personalise the way they engage to best influence individual
behaviour, choosing the right message or promotion, that takes into account the
users preferences, and delivering it through the channels they most frequently
engage with.
It is therefore important that data can be easily analysed and segmented in order to
deliver this personalised approach in an automated way, and to target specific customer
behaviours and segments for the best returns. This will ensure promotion spend is not
wasted on those who would usually purchase the items at full price anyway and offers
are more likely to engage the audience they are targeted at.
Whether a customer wants to receive messages through their app or by text, order
through the website, or use digital kiosks and self-scan apps, and pay using cash, card or
prepaid ‘Meal Deals’, their experience must be consistent at every step, and seamless as they
move between channels.

TRUST OMNICO SOLUTIONS
Omnico’s cloud based technology powers point-of-sale (POS) and
customer engagement solutions across the contract catering,
theme park and resort destinations, hospitality and retail markets.
Digital ordering is growing, with leading brands already
implementing kiosk-based solutions and mobile apps to take
advantage of this opportunity. Disparate systems will no
longer keep pace with today’s tech-savvy consumers’
demands for a consistent and seamless experience.
Contract caterers’ clients need to offer their customers the latest
technologies to make the user experience simple, seamless and
satisfying. Users expect to be able to move between channels
seamlessly, be rewarded with personalised promotions and
loyalty programmes, and order and collect their food and
beverage purchases however and whenever best suits them.

Deliver your entire digital strategy on a single,
seamless platform.
Our intelligent digital platform powers personalised smart
engagement and POS solutions across POS, mobile POS, digital
kiosks, online, interactive displays, mobile apps and beyond
with our unified POS, transaction and engagement engine.
Users can design, test and deliver complex customer journeys
to channels and touch-points across their estate, ensuring
a consistent customer experience. Our solutions then
automatically plug the required data and workflows back into
your existing environment so that the journey flows through
your business systems correctly.

Easy integration and future proofed technology
There is no need to ‘rip and replace’, as Omnico solutions
utilise existing environments, automatically unifying data and
workflows into existing business systems.
Our solutions plug into kitchen management systems (KMS) and
restaurant systems seamlessly to ensure smooth processes
from order to preparation and delivery. And our open APIs allow
for rapid integration with external data sources, apps and
systems and make it easy to embrace new technologies.

Choose Omnico for measurable business benefits

• Reduce queues and wait times for an improved
customer experience
• Reduce staff costs as self-service options take over
• Optimise operational efficiency and reduce food wastage
with entitlements and order ahead
• Boost revenues with personalised promotions, loyalty
programs and messages
• Increase throughput with faster moving queues and
digital ordering
• Grow average order value with in-order upsell and
promotion prompts and add-ons
• Increase visit frequency and footfall with
convenience boosting technologies.

Omnico make it
easy for caterers to:
• Manage POS across
all channels and
touch points
• Offer order ahead,
self-scan/checkout
and kiosks
• Get payment upfront
and predict orders with
Entitlements
• Deliver automated 		
e-receipts with offers
& marketing
• Personalise promotions
and loyalty
programmes
• Show customers
wait times and
table availability
• Have one version of
the truth – single,
consistent view of the
customer, transactions,
data and business
logic
• Use data segmentation
for targeted promotions
• Use real-time analytics
dashboards to make
decisions
• Enjoy centralised
management across
multiple sites.

Delivering convenience through Order Ahead
Omnico’s Order Ahead solution enables brands to boost revenues, efficiency and footfall while
reducing queues, boosting loyalty and maximising the customer experience.
Consumers don’t want to wait in line anymore – they want to order at a time that’s convenient
to them, whether that’s hours, or weeks in advance, and they want to collect quickly and
easily. Our Order Ahead solution makes this simple for your customers, is fully customisable,
and provides a wealth of opportunity for your business!

BOOST REVENUES
• Average order ahead values
are more than 18% higher
• Consumers will walk away
rather than wait in line to order
• Deliver cross-sell and upsell
prompts in the order
• Cashless transactions
(no“shrinkage”) are quick
and simple
• Increase number of
customers served and
average order value.

IMPROVE LOYALTY

INCREASE EFFICIENCY

• 82% want order ahead

• Queues move 3x faster with
order ahead

• Boost visit frequency by 46%
• The streamlined process
enhances customer 		
experience
• Easy to use means more
frequent use and loyal 		
customers
• Give customers a good 		
reason to download and keep
your app
• Loyalty programmes run
across all touch-points,
including order ahead.

• Use staff to focus on food 		
prep, rather than order & 		
payment processing
• Remove order errors made by
staff which frustrate 			
customers
• Reduce food waste
• Process more orders,
increase throughput and
boost efficiency.

Kiosks - the future of customer self-service

Omnico makes ordering, purchasing and collecting food and beverages quick and simple for
customers, all from a kiosk. Fully integrated with our POS and customer engagement
platform, kiosks can boost your business and improve customer service:
• Up-sell opportunities to drive increased order values
• Enhanced customer buying experience and product information to promote loyalty
• Reduce staff costs for order & payment processing
• Increase customer base with strategic kiosk placement and multi-language options.

Boost cashflow and loyalty with Entitlements

Our Entitlements solution enables brands to offer pre-packaged ‘Meal Deals’ that can be sold
in advance and redeemed at the point of purchase. The solution manages all of the rules
around what the customer can have and when, and makes it easy for them to see what is
eligible under their package, how much they have used, etc.
• Payment upfront improves cashflow and makes upsell on the day more likely
• Reduced wastage as visibility of live Entitlements allows for better stock planning
• Capacity management – offer “off peak” packages to reduce peak time rush
• Increased spend per head with upsells and package upgrade prompts when ordering
• Improve loyalty with customers less likely to eat off-site if on-site meals are pre-paid
• Works seamlessly across all channels and with solutions such as Kiosks and Order Ahead.

Learn more at www.omnicogroup.com or
email us at marketing@omnicogroup.com

CONCLUSION
By revealing the opinions of 1,500 staff in the US and UK who use onsite food outlets, demonstrates the urgent need for contract caterers
who operate staff restaurants and cafeterias to embrace technologies
in order to meet the demands of today’s consumer.

What customers want
The respondents to our research made clear that they want solutions that reduce
queuing, make ordering ahead easy and offer them promotions via a variety of channels.
They are looking for an experience that is easy and personalised, valuing them as
individual customers.
Importantly, the results show that the caterers who invest in the technologies required
will reap the rewards in terms of increased visit frequency, customer engagement
and revenues.

The industry is lagging behind
In last year’s Omnico catering research the majority of contract catering companies
were shown to be lagging behind when it came to driving loyalty and engagement.
• Only 36% of the 153 operators had implemented customer loyalty programmes
• Only 30% were delivering promotional offers via email or mobile app
Although many recognised the potential of technologies to transform operational
efficiency and boost visits from their target audience, they admitted they were not
far enough advanced with implementation. The findings in this research show that
the situation must be addressed.

Caterers who adapt now will gain the competitive advantage
Contract caterers must adapt now by locking into the changing habits and lifestyles of
consumers. Their business clients will expect to offer their staff the latest solutions,
both as a positive attribute to them as an employer, and to optimise the lunch
break and cut down on time lost waiting in line. And the consumers will reward
them from their pockets.

Invest in technology now to maximise revenues
The returns and benefits for those who embrace technologies such as order
ahead, self-scan, kiosks, mobile POS, entitlements, loyalty programmes and
personalised promotions tare clear to see, both from this research and from the
evidence from Omnico deployments.
The uplift in average order value, throughput and increased visit frequency alone are
powerful indicators, but along with this comes cuts to staff costs and food wastage,
enhanced operational efficiencies, and of course an improved customer experience.
Making all of this work, however, requires more than ad hoc investments with different
providers of these solutions. It requires investment in a digital platform that pulls
everything together to provide consistency across all channels and touch-points. And
it requires all of these technologies to work in perfect synchronisation, seamlessly
integrated with wider business systems, delivering excellence in customer experience.

Only one vendor has built a business specifically
to deliver these solutions, with proof of
deployment across a range of wide range of
high volume destinations and leading brands –
Omnico.

RESEARCH SUMMARY

61%
don’t visit more often
because of queues to
pay or be served

2.4

The average
number of times
a member of
staff visits
their cafeteria
per week

58%

want to order
ahead using
an app
will visit at
least once more
per week if
experience is
enhanced
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Using a kiosk is the
most popular
payment
method overall

55%

will visit more often if they
can pay using a kiosk

will order ahead if it is
made available

will make more than 2.0
extra visits per week if
they can order ahead

WHY CHOOSE OMNICO?
For 25 years Omnico has been trusted by
leading global brands to drive innovations
in the shopping and guest experience,
uniting transactions across customer
touch-points. Our vision, innovation,
agility, products and the expertise of our
people all lie at the heart of our success.
○ Track record of delivery to worldrenowned brands
○ Proven solutions that scale to meet
your needs
○ Unified commerce platform that
operates seamlessly across all channels
○ Global footprint and delivery capability
○ Open systems enabling rapid
integration into enterprise systems and
new technologies
○ Significant ongoing investment in our
product roadmap
○ Innovative thought leadership and
vision that drives product development.
Find out more about how Omnico can
help you to meet today’s consumer
expectations and develop innovative
new technology solutions.
Visit our website at www.omnicogroup.com
Contact us at marketing@omnicogroup.com

